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Trading Groundwater: Key Points
• Lagged impacts – groundwater easy to ignore until crisis hits
• Groundwater trading important for environmental water programs
• Account for trading across uses, locations and time
• Hydrogeology paradigms evolve – adaptive trading rules

Groundwater Trading Challenge: Lagged Impacts
• easy to ignore groundwater until tipping points reached
• “sudden” acute impacts:
• subsidence & infrastructure damage
• wells go dry

• longer term

• loss in property values
• higher pumping costs threaten local economies

• threats of intervention help stir action (AZ Groundwater
Management Act, TX Edwards Aquifer)

Intertemporal Trading: Borrow & Repay Aquifer
• borrow from aquifer when surface water short
• rules to repay aquifer:
• where? aquifer zones, balancing depletion and recharge
• repay how soon?
• repay how much?
• > 1:1? A cut for the aquifer?

Groundwater Key to Environmental Water Programs
• Thousands of ISF water rights in West – concentrated in Pacific Northwest
• Groundwater pumping forbearance agreements can support ISF
• Timing of pumping forbearance, improve flows when streams or springs need water

Comal Springs
Image Source: Edwards Aquifer
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Environmental Programs Need Fine-tuned Groundwater Trading
• Spatially and temporally specific – changes in pumping to affect
aquifer levels & stream flows at specific locations & seasons
• Intermittent – pumping reduced under specific trigger conditions
• Rapid response – species needs,
urban shortage
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Understanding of Aquifers Evolves – Need
Adaptive Trading Rules
• Treat aquifer as a bathtub: no distinction among well locations
• Trading zones based on hydrogeology
• different trading ratios across zones
• prohibition on trades that increase pumping near rivers or springs

Edwards Aquifer, Texas
• why focus at this conference?
• long-running groundwater saga, many stages of learning and adapting
• key lessons for other groundwater trading programs

• why Arizona economics
professor talking
about Texas?

Source: Edwards Aquifer Authority

Late 1980s: Water Markets “Fever”
AZ groundwater permit
trading & “water ranches”
NV Truckee Carson Basin
water market
NM Middle Rio Grande
& Gila Basin markets
WY: seasonal leasing during brief
Big Horn litigation truce
MT, WA, OR, ID: buying senior
rights for instream flows

Edwards Aquifer, Texas
Texas Hill Country

Image Source: City of San Antonio,
https://www.sanantonio.gov/EdwardsAquifer/News
AndMedia/ProtectedLandGallery

Edwards Aquifer Background
• 2.5 million residents
• Vast limestone formation, catchment extends 8,000 square miles
• Rain & surface water recharge, highly variable
• Aquifer levels decline quickly, affecting:
• large springs, critical habitat for
endangered species
• pumping costs for farms, cities, industry
• downstream river flows and water users

Image Source: City of San Antonio,
https://www.sanantonio.gov/EdwardsAquifer/
NewsAndMedia/ProtectedLandGallery
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Endangered and Threatened Species of the Edwards
Aquifer Region
Image Source: Jack Unruh

Edwards Aquifer Brief Chronology
• 1970-80s: endangered species declarations, conflict, litigation &
proposals to tackle aquifer depletion
• 1993: federal court orders Texas to assure adequate spring flows
• 1993: Texas legislature creates Edwards Aquifer Authority (EAA) to
regulate groundwater withdrawals
• 1994-7: legal challenges over
permitting, EAA reg. powers upheld
• 1997: active trading commences

Image Source: City of San Antonio,
https://www.sanantonio.gov/EdwardsAquifer/
NewsAndMedia/ProtectedLandGallery

Colby, B. G., "Cap-and-Trade Policy Challenges: A Tale of Three Markets,"
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Negotiating Early Trading With Ag
Tense, high conflict meetings
Go to ag areas in unmarked trucks
Paying high prices relative to ag
revenues
Hotel across from Alamo
(put current conflict in perspective)

Image Source: City of San Antonio,

EAA Early Operations
• Annual pumping capped at 450,000 acre feet
• In response to ag concerns, 50% of ag permit must remain on
land for which it was permitted.
• EAA assesses fee to finance retirement of permits
• Ag fee capped at 20 percent of the rate charged municipal users.
• EAA oversees artificial recharge, issues permits for recovery
• Urban interests active in aquifer recharge and recovery

Sources: Colby, B. G., "Cap-and-Trade Policy Challenges: A Tale of Three Markets," Land Economics 72: 638-658, 2000, Debaere, P. et al (2014). Water markets as a
response to scarcity. Water Policy, 16(4), 625-649

Edwards Aquifer Early Water Trading
• Voluntary transfers out of ag key to accommodate urban growth
• 1997 program reduced irrig acreage by 10,000 acres.
• Farmer reluctance overcome by high payments
• Ag interests pursue litigation & legislation to curtail transactions

Colby, B. G., "Cap-and-Trade Policy Challenges: A Tale of Three Markets," Land Economics 72: 638-658, 2000.

2007: Switch In Emphasis to Dry Year Only Cutbacks
• 2007: TX legislation raised cap on groundwater use
• Switched to pumping reductions in dry years only
• Authorized new endangered species measures
• 2010-14 monitoring suggests strategies adequate to protect species
• Water use reductions accomplished through aggressive urban
conservation, ag irrigation improvements, retiring ag pumping

Hardberger, A. (2016) Texas Groundwater Markets And The
Edwards Aquifer: A Case Study For The Political Economy Of
Water Markets Project. The Rockefeller Foundation.

Regulatory Triggers for Reducing Permitted Pumping
• Edwards Aquifer water levels
and regulatory thresholds.
• Regulatory reductions became
effective at the end of 2012
• Shaded area indicates
fluctuations in aquifer levels
(measured at J-17 index well, 2000-13)

Graphic Source: Debaere, P. et al (2014). Water markets as a response to scarcity. Water
Policy, 16(4), 625-649

EAA Tools
• Compulsory tool: reduce allowable pumping
• Voluntary Irrigation Suspension Program Option (VISPO): pay
irrigators to suspend use of permits, short duration
• New Aquifer Storage and Recovery Program (ASRP) introduced
2017 to protect spring flows during long-term droughts.
• 10 year contracts to reduce water use when
long term recharge low

Comparison of ASRP and VISPO programs
ASR

VISPO

Payment: Forbearance

$100/ac-ft

$160/ac-ft

Payment: Stand-by

$100/ac-ft

$54/ac-ft

Length of Contract

10 years

5 years

Trigger

10-year annual recharge
average below 500,000
acre-feet.

Level of monitoring well below
635 ft. on October 1.

Source: Edwards Aquifer Authority (2018). Retrieved from:
https://www.edwardsaquifer.org/groundwater-users/groundwater-permitholder/permit-holder-programs/asr-springflow-protection-program

Changing Understanding of Edwards Aquifer Behavior
• 1990s aquifer characterized as “lake”; pumping lowers whole
aquifer, well locations not important
• Initially no spatial distinctions in trading
• In last decade, “Cibolo Creek” rules created spatial distinctions to
strengthen protection for spring flows
• Doubled the market value for pumping permits located in zone
closer to the springs

Hardberger, A. (2016) Texas Groundwater Markets And The Edwards Aquifer: A Case Study For
The Political Economy Of Water Markets Project. The Rockefeller Foundation.

2018 Update
• EAA administers trading system for 572,000 acre-feet of
permitted use
• implements mandatory & voluntary dry-year protocols (VISPO
and ASRP) to reduce withdrawals and achieve required spring
flow levels
• Several factors threaten long-term sustainability

Ongoing Challenges for Edwards Aquifer Management
• Takings litigation over EAA groundwater permits => uncertainties over
financial burden on EAA
• Texas trial court 2016 awarded > $4 million to landowners in takings case
related to groundwater permitting (Bragg vs. Edwards Aquifer Authority)
• Implications will unfold over time
• High complexity in setting compensation for groundwater takings

• Bragg vs. Edwards Aquifer Authority (2016) No. 06-11-18170-CV,Tex. Dist. Ct., Medina Cty.
• Edwards Aquifer Authority vs. Bragg (2013) No. 04-11-00018-CV, Tex. Ct. App.
• Edwards Aquifer Authority vs. Day. (2012) 369 S.W.3d 814, 820–21, Tex. Ct. App.

Ongoing Challenges for Edwards Aquifer Management
• proliferation of exempt wells (can draw up to 25,000 gpd)
• when EAA issues mandatory curtailments, groundwater users
drill exempt wells
• fracking water use increasing
rapidly

Image Source: City of San Antonio,
https://www.sanantonio.gov/EdwardsAquifer/
NewsAndMedia/ProtectedLandGallery

Two Other Programs with Innovative Features
for Groundwater Trading (briefly noted)

Groundwater Trading in Upper Rio Grande
(next talk)

• Reduce overdraft to stabilize aquifer, assure Colorado’s Rio
Grande Compact compliance
• Innovative mix of federal, state and local partners & funding
• Targets reduced use where most spatially advantageous
(bonus zones)

Nebraska Natural Resource Districts
• NRDs have mandatory flow targets – due to compacts, ESA
• Trading programs in several NRDS
• Users face regulatory cutbacks if trading ineffective
• Farmers paid per unit of impact on surface flow (GW-SW models)
• Online trading platforms calculate transferrable quantities and
match buyers and sellers
• Nebraska's 23 Natural
Resources Districts

Source: Young, R. K. (2016, October). Smart Markets for Groundwater Trading in
Western Nebraska: The Twin Platte. Retrieved from
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/56d1e36d59827e6585c0b336/t/5805463315d5db
b1ab599f36/1476740670534/Nebraska-Smart-Markets-Young.pdf

“Maturing Process” for Groundwater Trading
• Edwards Aquifer mid-1990s: unmarked vehicles, high conflict,
litigation costs & delays
• As trading matures: transaction costs fall, better price info,
clearer trading protocols
• Today: dozens of groundwater trading programs operating in
western US

Colby, B. & Isaaks, R. Water Trading Innovations, Journal Of Contemporary Water Research And Education, forthcoming, 2018.
Colby, B. G., "Cap-and-Trade Policy Challenges: A Tale of Three Markets," Land Economics 72: 638-658, 2000.

Groundwater Trading Summary:
• Spatial distinctions need to be built into trading rules
(aquifer behavior, SW-GW connectivity)
• Process needed to adapt to improved understanding of aquiferand SW-GW
• Well-designed GW trading key to successful environmental water programs
• Different trading programs to address long-term drought and short term
seasonal needs
• Threat of outside intervention useful - groundwater easy to ignore until crisis

